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Status of the Document

- Initial document presented at IETF78 in Maastricht as: `draft-jasinska-ix-bgp-route-server-00`
- Attribute transparency of Route Servers slightly modifies RFC4271
- From Operational to Standards track in -01
In -02 we split the document into two parts:

- Protocol specifics, became:
  draft-jasinska-ix-bgp-route-server-03
  Standards Track in IDR WG
- Operational part, in:
  draft-hilliard-ix-bgp-route-server-operations-00
  Informational Track in GROW WG
Next Steps

- WG adoption of
  draft-jasinska-ix-bgp-route-server-03
  posted on IDR list yesterday

- WG adoption of
  draft-hilliard-ix-bgp-route-server-operations-00
  in GROW?
Thanks!
Questions?
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